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A Survival Story from the Holocaust â€“ The Story of a Jewish Survivor3rd EditionSpecial Bonus
eBook InsideThis is a story told from the heart of a Jewish Survivor of the HolocaustIn Holocaust â€“
A Jewish Survivor Testimony, youâ€™ll meet Regina, a Polish woman who lived through the
Holocaust during World War 2. She was only a young girl of 22 at the time that she was captured by
German soldiers, and the events of her life since then, provide a picture of what it was like to
experience the horror of the Holocaust first hand. You will find out about: -â€¢What is was like to
Run for your Lifeâ€¢Living in the Ghetto in Polandâ€¢Experiencing a Concentration Camp â€¢Being
an unwilling subject for Medical Experimentsâ€¢How she Survived in the Death Campâ€¢The
Chance of Life after the HolocaustThe Holocaust forever affected the Jewish community. It tore
apart families and caused immense suffering and pain. In this book, you will find out about what it
was like to experience torture every day, being part of a death march, living in a concentration camp
and being captured. Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download NOWThis book
celebrates the memories of Regina, bringing to life the horrors of the holocaust. This is so that there
can be remembrance, and for the voices of the Jewish to be heard. It is also an account celebrating
hope, and how this can change life.Just scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button.
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Wow this is a difficult book to read but well worth it. I truly feel everyone should read this to have a
firsthand insight into what happened. Regina tells the tale of the darkest time to date and it is a
brilliant read.

The author describes the challenges she faced in order to survive and also what happened to other
Jews that were held in Auschwitz. This book depicts very clearly the abuse and the tortures the
Jews had to endure during World War II and also it made me think how lucky we are nowadays. A
very interesting book that describes a dark part of history but also a sad one .

I never did understand the concept of this boo until much later into the book did I really understand
what's is meant to be a German as at that time. It's an interesting write up about the struggles of the
Jewish people at the terrible holocaust incidence. Every single detail was revealed, it was like
reliving in the past.

This was an excellent book. Its one of those books you cant put down. There is never a dull moment
in this story. Although I know of the horrors these people have been put through, as I read the book
I was shocked over and over again. It comes to a point where you just cant imagine how anyone
could survive the shocking horrors of what these poor people were forced to do and to endure. The
will to survive is so strong.*Spoiler Alert*The book starts with a Jewish family having to leave their
home because they know the Germans are coming. A mother, father, daughter and their sons
search for a place to stay but everyone is too afraid to keep them in their home so its not long
before they are captured by the Germans. The mother and daughter are forced to leave the father
and sons and the story is told from the daughters point of view. She is eventually taken away from
her mother, and for the next few years of her life is made to do the most horrible things such as
work in one of the gas chambers pulling the gold out of dead peoples teeth. She and torchered
endlessly, beaten daily, raped and more. They performed experiments on her. I can go on and on.
This book will make you look at your life now and thank God for it. It was written very well, its the
type of book you get lost in.

Itâ€™s a kind of inspiring books. It consists of a great story of World War 2. We can know what

happened in Germany in World War 2. All chapters are well organized so that itâ€™s easy to
understand the story.

Impressive! This book offered short stories about some very average people doing such brave
things - all of which were genuine and we all need to appreciate how much they sacrificed for
people that were complete strangers to them! Really worth recommending!

This book is simply wow. The testimony of Regina, a police officer who was caught by German
soldiers in age of 22. The first thing that attracted me to read this book was that it was about world
war II and the second thing, it was about a lady that was able to survive.I was totally empathized on
her journey, what she faced, heard, saw and many more. It was very scary and painful but she
totally inspired me. I had only seen documentary on Holocaust and reading this testimony vividly
defined each part of it.Highly recommended. This book motivated me so much.

Least we forget, it is important to continue telling the stories of those who lived through such a
terrible time. Dan Myers did an excellent job telling Regina's story in this tragic book. The story
follows the path you would expect, from living a normal life, to be captured and tortured. But, the
details given are remarkable and make this a book well-worth reading.
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